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The poems of Cefai are regularly published in reputable sites, 
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connoisseurs. Cefai began writing philosophy in about 1977 

at the early age of 22 composing around those times his only 

philosophical work published to date, a work named The 

Spirit of Metaphysics. In this short but seminal-intentioned work Cefai embarked on a 

new philosophy and science and the resultant reform in the methodologies, history 

and discoveries of civilization very much in the same way as Bacon had done 

centuries before. In this work Cefai also brought together Philosophy and Science, put 

forth revolutionary reforms like the elimination of the gap between actual and 

potential, theory and fact, hypotheses and science. Not only that but Cefai in a part of 

this work for perhaps the first time in history described the arising of life processes 

from non-living processes. Cefai went on to write  scientific papers bearing 

revolutionary and landmark proposals like the elimination and engineering of Death 

and disease and the establishment of Immortality. In fact Cefai has written about a 

hundred of these scientific papers and these appeared in the learned site of 

Academia.edu and also in the site of Cefai himself at Weebly.Com. These papers are 

apart from papers in the two scientific e-books Fifty Scientific Papers and Sixty 

Scientific Papers.  In the note to this work Cefai declares that he has still as yet in 

draft form unpublished works in drama, epic and longer poetry, sociology, economics, 

politics, philosophy of law, philosophy of logic, philosophy of metaphysics, 

philosophy of aesthetics, ethics and other branches of philosophy and of civilization 

including more revolutionary and landmark scientific proposals. 
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NOTE TO THE READER 

 

 

Besides this work I have put forth other works but which I still have in draft form and 

wish to put forth other works in almost all branches of civilization including in drama, 

epic and longer poetry, sociology, economics, mathematics, politics, philosophy of 

law, philosophy of logic, philosophy of metaphysics, philosophy of aesthetics, 

philosophy of education, philosophy of history, philosophy of religion, ethics and 

other branches of philosophy and of civilization including more revolutionary and 

landmark scientific proposals. In a particular draft scientific work I overturned the 

laws of Newton, put forth an ever-expanding universe eliminating the Big-Bang 

Theory in the process and explaining the origin of things as per my draft work On the 

Ultimate Origination of Things. In another work I explained step by step and through 

precise scientific methodologies the origin of living processes and also how these 

processes can be originated. Much of my life has been devoted to the reforming and 

furthering of our present civilization; the civilization of this, our planet, that I love so 

much.   
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1 

 

This paper investigates the relatively decreasing relevance of time; reconciliation 

with Quantum Physics; emphasis on the following Principles namely: Principle 

that the Rate of (Increase 0f) Continous Transformation is directly proportional to 

the Rate of (Increase of) Relevance of Time (Time: Units) And vice-versa 

Principle that the Rate of (Increase 0f) Intertransformation q.v. will be as inversely 

proportional to Rate of (Increase of) Relevance of Time And vice-versa 

Time-as-Relevant q.v. and Time-as-Irrelevant q.v.. 

Quantum Mechanics and the Principles of Relevance of Time q.v. 

Principle 0f Set-Off of Time (Time: units) where Transformations (Mass-Energy – 

Energy-Mass) –in-Succession = Inter-transformations.  

In every Inter-transformation �  Mass-Energy + Energy-Mass 

Time (Time: units) in Mass-Energy (x+) + Energy-Mass (x-) = 0. 

Principle that as in to the Mass Universe the rate of (increase of) Inter-

transformations q.v. is as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence: progression of the Principle 0f Set-Off of Time (Time: units) And vice-

versa 

Principle that as in to the Mass Universe in the same absolute time: space unit(s) 

the rate of (increase of) Inter-transformations will be as inversely proportional to 

the rate of (increase of) occurrence: progression of  the Principle 0f Set-Off of Time 

(Time:units) And vice-versa 

 

 

 

 

 

RELEVANCE OF TIME 

Emmanuel George Cefai 

 

 

 

 

‘The relavance of time (time:units) is relative. When time (time:units) flows from 

energy to mass or vice-versa over succession after succession of units of time then 

time is relevant. For the transformation (continous transformation) of mass to energy 

or vice-versa and motion are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent:Idenity q.v. But the inter-transformation of mass to energy and vice-versa 

in short sudden time:space units (intertransformation) and the decreasing relevance 

of time are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v. 

All this occurs:progressess as in proportion;so here are Principles to enunciate. And 

Quantum Mechanics will not look so ‘strange’ in the face of our works re the 

Relevance of Time q.v. What appears ‘strange’ in the simultaneous 

occurrence:progression of mass and energy with the scenario of Time-as-Relevant in 
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the background is ‘not strange’ in the simultaneous occurrence:progression of mass 

and energy with the scenario of Time-as-Irrelevant in the background. ‘ 
• Relativity of Relevance of Time (Time:Units) 

• Continous Transformation 

Principle that the Rate of (Increase 0f) Continous Transformation is directly 

proportional to the Rate of (Increase of) Relevance of Time (Time:Units) And vice-

versa 

Principle that the Rate of (Increase 0f) Intertransformation q.v. will be as inversely 

proportional to Rate of (Increase of) Relevance of Time  And vice-versa 

Time-as-Relevant q.v. and Time-as-Irrelevant q.v.. 

Quantum Mechanics and the Principles of Relevance of Time q.v. 

Principle 0f Set-Off of Time (Time:units) where Transformations (Mass-Energy – 

Energy-Mass) –in-Succession = Inter-transformations.  

In every Inter-transformation �  Mass-Energy + Energy-Mass 

Time (Time:units) in Mass-Energy (x+) + Energy-Mass (x-) = 0. 

Principle that as in to the Mass Universe the rate of (increase of) Inter-

transformations q.v. is as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of the Principle 0f Set-Off of Time (Time:units) And vice-

versa 

Principle that as in to the Mass Universe in the same absolute time:space unit(s) the 

rate of (increase of) Inter-transformations will be as inversely proportional to the rate 

of (increase of) occurrence:progression of  the Principle 0f Set-Off of Time 

(Time:units) And vice-versa 
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PRINCIPLES OF MOLECULES 

Emmanuel George Cefai 

 

 

2 

 
This Paper investigates the direct proportions between passage of current wave(s) 

as through a molecule and the rate of [increase of] elasticity; passage of current 

waves as through a molecule and its functionality; elasticity of a molecule to its 

functionality; increase of length of a molecule to its capacity to reproduce; together 

with the following inverse proportions namely : increase of length of molecule to its 

functionality; to its elasticity; and to its propensity to reproduce. 

 

 
1 

The rate of (increase of) passage of current:wave(s) as through a molecule will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) elasticity 

And vice-versa 

2 

The rate of (increase of) passage of current:wave(s) as through a molecule will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) functionality 

And vice-versa 

3 

As by syllogistic reasoning from 1 and 2 : 

The rate of (increase of) elasticity of a molecule will be as directly proportional to the 

rate of (increase of) its functionality 

And vice-versa  

4 

The rate of  (increase of) length of any molecule will be as inversely proportional to 

the rate of (increase of) its elasticity 

And vice-versa 

5 

As by syllogistic reasoning from 3 and 4 : 

The rate of (increase of) length of any molecule will be as inversely proportional to 

the rate of  (increase of) its functionality 

And vice-versa 

6 

The rate of (increase of) length (original length) of any molecule will be as inversely 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) propensity to re-produce 
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And vice-versa 

7 

The rate of (increase of) increase of  length (increase of original length) of a molecule 

will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) its propensity to re-produce 

And vice-versa 

8/9/2003 

 

Our Lady of Victory 

7.35 A.M. 
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3 

 
This Paper investigates the diffusion of energy : percentage; that In to the mass 

universe the rate of [increase of] diffusion of energy:percentage as in:to any 

specific:particular reference frame will be as inversely proportional to the rate of 

(increase of) mass percentage in the same (reference frame) divided by the rate of 

increase of) motion of the said mass percentage 

And vice-versa 

3 

The rate of (increase of) diffusion of energy percentage as in to any 

particular:specific reference frame will be as near as possible though not 

necessarily equivalent:identical [in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v] 

to the rate of (increase of) diffusion of energy percentage as in to any adjacent and 

immediately contigous reference frame 

The position as in 3 above will be a  propensity 

Sequitur that : this propensity from the Principles 0f Global Balance q.v. and 

Contigous Adjacent Reference Frames q.v. 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] diffusion of energy percentage 

as above will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] vicinity to 

propensity to:of the s/c life process(ess) 

And vice-versa 

Perception by sight is as of mass percentage 

 

Energy percentage is not perceived  but smelled, felt and experienced 

 

 

 

DIFFUSION AND PERCEPTION OF ENERGY PERCENTAGE 

Emmanuel George Cefai 

 

 

This Paper investigates Principles from the comparison of a report as by sight to a 

report as by smell;as in to the mass universe the report of perception as by sight and 

the report of perception as by smell et of the same matter:energies are 

equivalent:identities (in terms of the Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v.) 

This is a Principle which I shall term the Principle 0f Perception:Report 

Equivalence q.v. 
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Now Report B as above and the ‘quantum world’ descriptions are equivalent: 

identities in terms of the Principle of Equivalent: Identity q.v. 

Report A as above and the ‘non-quantum world’ descriptions are equivalent: 

identities in terms of the Principle of Equivalent: Identity q.v. 

Now and as by syllogistic reasoning : 

The ‘quantum world’ description is and must be the equivalent: identity [in terms of 

the Principle 0f Equivalent: Identity q.v.] of  the ‘non-quantum world’ description. - 

And vice-versa  

 
 

1 

In to the mass universe the rate of diffusion of energy percentage is always specific to 

the particular : specific reference frame to : in which the relative diffusion is made 

2 

In to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] diffusion of 

energy : percentage as in : to any specific:particular reference 

frame will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase 

of) mass percentage in the same (reference frame) divided by 

the rate of increase of) motion of the said mass percentage 

And vice-versa 

3 

The rate of (increase of) diffusion of energy percentage as in to any particular : 

specific reference frame will be as near as possible though not necessarily 

equivalent:identical [in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v] to the rate of 

(increase of) diffusion of energy percentage as in to any adjacent and immediately 

contigous reference frame 

 

4 

The position as in 3 above will be a propensity 

Sequitur that : this propensity from the Principles 0f Global Balance q.v. and 

Contigous Adjacent Reference Frames q.v. 

5 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] diffusion of energy percentage as 

above will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] vicinity to 

propensity to : of the s/c life process(ess) 

And vice-versa 
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6 

Perception by sight is as of mass percentage 

7 

Energy percentage izs not perceived but smelled, felt and experienced  

 

 

5 

 

This Paper investigates Principles from the comparison of a report as by sight to a 

report as by smell;as in to the mass universe the report of perception as by sight and 

the report of perception as by smell et of the same matter:energies are 

equivalent:identities (in terms of the Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v.) 

This is a Principle which I shall term the Principle 0f Perception:Report 

Equivalence q.v. 

 

Now Report B as above and the ‘quantum world’ descriptions are equivalent: 

identities in terms of the Principle of Equivalent : Identity q.v. 

Report A as above and the ‘non-quantum world’ descriptions are equivalent: 

identities in terms of the Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. 

Now and as by syllogistic reasoning : 

The ‘quantum world’ description is and must be the equivalent : identity [in terms 

of the Principle 0f Equivalent:Identity q.v.] of  the ‘non-quantum world’ 

description. - And vice-versa  

 
Now suppose that  one draws a report  (Report A) of the findings:perceptions  as by 

sight  of  ‘x’  and then one draws another report (Report B)  of  ‘x’ but as by smell et.  

Report A is the equivalent : identity of Report B 

Thus we enunciate : 

As in to the mass universe the report of perception as by sight and the report of 

perception as by smell et of the same matter:energies are equivalent:identities (in 

terms of the Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v.) 

This is a Principle which I shall term the Principle 0f Perception:Report Equivalence 

q.v. 

 

Now Report B as above and the ‘quantum world’ descriptions are 

equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. 

Report A as above and the ‘non-quantum world’ descriptions are equivalent:identities 

in terms of the  Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. 

Now and as by syllogistic reasoning : 

The ‘quantum world’ description is and must be the equivalent:identity [in terms of 

the Principle 0f Equivalent:Identity q.v.] of  the ‘non-quantum world’ description. - 

And vice-versa  
14/9/2003 

7.47 A.M. 
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4 

 

 
This Paper investigates the inverse proportion between rate of increase of structure 

of reference frame and rate of increase of energy and other Principles 
 

1. As in to the mass universe the rate of  (increase of) structure in any reference 

frame will as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) energy 

percentage as in to the same (reference frame) 

And vice-versa 

Note the import of the Vice-versa here. 

2. As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) the transformation of 

structure to energy percentage in any reference frame divided by the rate of 

(increase of) time:space:units of:during such transformation will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) Ageing et of the relative matter:energy 

(including protoplasms of ens) 

And vice-versa 

3. As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) structure in any reference 

frame will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) propensity to 

re-occurrence of eventa in the same (structure) 

And vice-versa 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) structure in any reference frame 

will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) propensity to 

occurrence:progression of cyclicality of phaenomena as in to the same 

And vice-versa 
21/9/2003 

 

Independence Day 

7.43 A.M. 
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This Paper investigates : the genesis : history of Instinct; As in to the mass universe 

the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of  Principles et. as in to matter-

energy will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of Instinct (percentage) q.v. - And vice-versa  

This Principle I term the Principle 0f Genesis 0f Instinct q.v. 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression  of 

Instinct q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of  Evolution q.v. - And vice-versa 

This Principle I term the Principle 0f  Proportionality 0f Instinct to Evolution q.v. 

And this Principle rules sovereign over all matter:energy, including - and especially 

protoplasms of ens and s/c living process(ess) 

And as we perceive empirically the evolution of protoplasms of ens we have as in 

parallell mode to perceive empirically the evolution of  Instinct q.v. 

The empirical perception:study of  the species (in increasingly higher ‘order’) and 

the empirical perception:study of the Instinct q.v. are equivalent:identities in terms 

of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v. 

The rate of (increase of) empirical perception:study of the species {in increasingly 

higher order} will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) the 

empirical perception:study of the Instinct q.v. - And vice-versa 

This Principle I term the Principle 0f  Empirical Perception:Study of the Instinct 

q.v. 

 

 

 

 
Dialogue: 

Pomtus: 

Cintius: 

Sixtius: 

 

 

 
Pomtus : I assert that  To study the genesis:history of Instinct q.v. is the 

equivalent:identity in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v. of the  study of 

the genesis:history of evolution q.v. 

Cintius :  I assert that as in to the mass universe all matter:energy has an instinct 

percentage, however minimal. That is : even s/c non-living ens has an instinct 

percentage - but this is minimal. High (relatively high) percentages of instinct 

percentage occur:progress as in to protoplasms of ens, as in to the s/c living enta, as 

in to the s/c living process(ess). 

But even a stone has its instinct : id est : the Principles  occurring:progressing 

through it and as in it  as in a mirror will occur:progress such as to conserve it rather 
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than to disgregate it. And the same with all matter:energy even if and including s/c 

non-living matter:energy q.v. 

Sixtius :  Id est at the s/c lowest level of percentage(s)  the occurrence:progression of  

Instinct q.v. and the occurrence:progression of Principles et. (as per our works) are 

equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v. 

This is the genesis of Instinct. 

And at this juncture I shall deem fit to enunciate that : 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of  

Principles et. as in to matter-energy will be as directly proportional to the rate of 

(increase of) occurrence:progression of Instinct (percentage) q.v. 

And vice-versa  

This Principle I term the Principle 0f Genesis 0f Instinct q.v. 

Pomtus :  I shall further assert that  As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression  of Instinct q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate of 

(increase of) occurrence:progression of  Evolution q.v. 

And vice-versa 

This Principle I term the Principle 0f  Proportionality 0f Instinct to Evolution q.v. 

And this Principle rules sovereign over all matter:energy, including - and especially 

protoplasms of ens and s/c living process(ess) 

 
Cintius :  And as we perceive empirically the evolution of protoplasms of ens we have 

as in parallell mode to perceive empirically the evolution of  Instinct q.v. 

Sixtius :  I will assert that The empirical perception:study of  the species (in 

increasingly higher ‘order’) and the empirical perception:study of the Instinct q.v. are 

equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v. 

Pomtus : I shall assert that this is a Principle which I will enunciate namely: 

The rate of (increase of) empirical perception:study of the species {in increasingly 

higher order} will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) the empirical 

perception:study of the Instinct q.v. 

And vice-versa 

This Principle I term the Principle 0f  Empirical Perception:Study of the Instinct q.v. 

At which juncture I assert that we must study further and more and more on the 

foundations that we have put forth to-day. 
28/9/2003 

 
7.35 A.M. 
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CARTESIAN ‘CERTAINITY’, GENESIS AND ENUNCIATION OF PRINCIPLES 

AND THE MECHANICS:DYNAMICS OF THE SEVENTY-SEVEN ASSERTIONS Q.V. 

Emmanuel George Cefai 

 

 
This Paper  investigates the following : namely : Cartesian Certainity as the ‘Limit’  

to Degree of Certainity. Assertion : ‘There cannot be Certainity beyond Certainity 

itself’.  Image of Certainity as of Lines (One Empirical and one Rational) 

converging to a ‘Common Point’. ‘The Common Point’ of Convergence as the 

Equivalent:Identity of ‘Cartesian Certainity’ . Assertion : ‘There is not and there 

cannot be any Common Point beyond a Common Point’. The Common Point as the 

Equivalent:Identity in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent:Identity of  the 100%  

equivalence:identity of  Empirical Observation:experiment and Thought (whether 

Hypothesis, Theory and so on). ‘Assertion at:of the Common Point are simply 

made; not ‘proved’ because there cannot be proof beyond Assertions of:at the 

Common Point’.The Process of ‘Discovery’ as the Equivalent:Identity of  Building 

a House. ‘Cartesian Certainity’ Assertions:Principles as the Foundations. The 

Groundfloor as the Genesis of Proportions and the First Floor as the Enunciation 

of these Proportions as in to Principles of Proportion (Direct or Inverse).The 

Second Floor of the Building as the Enunciation of Proportions from Proportions 

and Principles from Principles. The Syllogism as one of the Tools of these Further 

Enunciation of Principles. The Naming Definition and ‘Establishment of the 

Equivalent:Identity of  the Term of Proportion to the Other Term (of the 

Proportion) as Simple Empirical Observation. The Genesis of  the Term in each 

and every Proportion:Principle is Empirical Observation:Experiment. And the 

‘Coupling of Term of Proportion to Term of Proportion’  is also Empirical 

Observation:Experiment. But the Proportion Itself as the Assertion:enunciation of 

‘Discovery’ is a ‘Common Point’ Convergence of Lines (One Empirical and One 

Rational).    

 
Cartesian Certainity as the ‘Limit’  to Degree of Certainity. Assertion : ‘There cannot 

be Certainity beyond Certainity itself’.  Image of Certainity as of Lines (One 

Empirical and one Rational) converging to a ‘Common Point’. ‘The Common Point’ 

of Convergence as the Equivalent:Identity of ‘Cartesian Certainity’ . Assertion : 

‘There is not and there cannot be any Common Point beyond a Common Point’. The 
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Common Point as the Equivalent:Identity in terms of the Principle 0f 

Equivalent:Identity of  the 100%  equivalence:identity of  Empirical 

Observation:experiment and Thought (whether Hypothesis, Theory and so on). 

‘Assertion at:of the Common Point are simply made; not ‘proved’ because there 

cannot be proof beyond Assertions of:at the Common Point’.The Process of 

‘Discovery’ as the Equivalent:Identity of  Building a House. ‘Cartesian Certainity’ 

Assertions:Principles as the Foundations. The Groundfloor as the Genesis of 

Proportions and the First Floor as the Enunciation of these Proportions as in to 

Principles of Proportion (Direct or Inverse).The Second Floor of the Building as the 

Enunciation of Proportions from Proportions and Principles from Principles. The 

Syllogism as one of the Tools of these Further Enunciation of Principles. The Naming 

Definition and ‘Establishment of the Equivalent:Identity of  the Term of Proportion to 

the Other Term (of the Proportion) as Simple Empirical Observation. The Genesis of  

the Term in each and every Proportion:Principle is Empirical 

Observation:Experiment. And the ‘Coupling of Term of Proportion to Term of 

Proportion’  is also Empirical Observation:Experiment. But the Proportion Itself as 

the Assertion:enunciation of ‘Discovery’ is a ‘Common Point’ Convergence of Lines 

(One Empirical and One Rational).    

 
 

 

1. In this work we are assuming the ‘old vocabulary’ of the ‘old Science’ and 

old’ civilization.That is we are viewing:perceive as at absolute time:space 

‘points’ units. But when we perceive:observe the mass universe ‘in toto’ id est 

as with a God-like eye then the relevance:import of absolute time:space units 

becomes zero. 

Indeed we enunciate that : 

As in to the mass universe the rate (of increase of) at 

which perception:observation thereof is as of the whole 

rather than the part will be as inversely proportional to 

the rate of (increase of) relevance of absolute time:space 

units 

And vice-versa 
This Principle I term the Principle  of the Relative Relevance of Time:Space Units. 

[For when we perceive:observe the part or parts of the mass universe we 

perceive:observe as in absolute time space units – for the mass universe as a whole is 
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always evolving and continually thus – and the ‘situation’ changes
1
 from absolute 

time:space point to another
2
  whilst that in the mass universe as a whole the 

perception:observation is synchronous with the perceptum.   

2. The Cogito ergo sum ‘certainity’ of Rene’ Descartes is the ‘certainity’ beyond 

which one cannot go both in the s/c Ideal State and in the s/c Practical State. 

   

3. In every definition there are limits. In the mass universe all that ‘inchoate’ (this is 

relative as everything in the mass universe is) is ‘not defined’. To define, therefore, 

and as in to the mass universe is to limit. What is not defined is not limited. This 

occurs:progresses as well as in direct proportion such that we enunciate: 

the principle: 

That: 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) 

definition will be as directly proportional to the rate of 

(increase of) ‘limiting’ or ‘drawing the limit’ around the 

defined ens 

And vice-versa 
This Principle I term the Principle of Proportionality of Defintion to Limit q.v. 

4. Therefore and accordingly the definition of enta is also its limit. In our civilization 

we must retain definition as the spinal chord of certainity. For what is certain that is 

not defined? A fog is certain to the extent that and only in so far as it is defined. And 

the same as with any other matter:energy in to the mass universe 

5. Indeed we enunciate that : 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) 

definiteness of matter:energy will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) certainity of:in to 

the same (matter:energy) 

                                                 
1 Id est : the perceiver:perceived and the perceptum are not ‘synchronous’ q.v. 
2 Vedi the relative Doctrine of Continual Change in Greek philosophy q.v. viz : the moment I touch the 

continuously flowing stream it changes 
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And vice-versa 

This Principle I term the Principle 0f  Proportionality 0f Definition to Certainity q.v. 

6. As by syllogistic reasoning: 

Limit q.v. is directly proportional to definition q.v. (A) 

Definition q.v.is directly proportional to certainity q.v. (B) 

Therefore and accordingly from (A) and (B) sequitur (C): 

Limit q.v. is directly proportional to certainity q.v. 

We enunciate C  thus : 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) limit 

q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate of 

(increase of) certainity q.v. 

And vice-versa 
This Principle I term the Principle 0f Proportionality of  Certainity to Limit q.v. 

 

 

 

7. In the light of the above we assert that : There cannot be ‘certainity’ more than 

‘certainity’ itself. 

 

8. In the mass universe in every assertion there is always an empirical percentage 

however minimal and rational percentage however minimal. 

Every assertion in the mass universe must therefore have an empirical:rational 

percentage q.v. 

This empirical:rational percentage occurs:progresses like as unto the mass:energy 

percentage q.v. 

And there must occur:progress a Principle 0f Empirical:Rational Percentage q.v. that 

occurs:progresses like as unto the Principle 0f (the) Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. 

 

9. All these Principles overspill from the wall of science to the metaphysics and the 

philosophy. We say that they need not ‘overspill’ at all : for the science and the 

philosophy are one without any wall in between. All these Principles also are the 

equivalent:identity
3
 of the image of the ‘empirical line’ and the ‘rational line’ 

converging together as in to a common point. 

 

10. In figurative imaging the process of discovery (or rather the mechanics of the 

process of discovery) is like to the construction of a multi-floor building. There are 

the foundations; the ground-floor; the first-floor; the second-floor and so on. 

The foundations are the genesis – consequently they are the assertions which 

occur:progress at ‘the Common Point of Convergence’ q.v. supra. Also this is the 

                                                 
3 In terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent:Identity q.v. 
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equivalent:identity of the God like eye-view of the mass universe; the Common 

Ancestor Principles qv.; widespreadness q.v.; basicity q.v. and so on. 

The enunciation of Principles is like to the birth of offspring in protoplasms of ens. 

The common ancestors are the parents of their offspring;their offspring make further 

offspring;and so on. As with the s/c ‘empirical world’ of the s/c life-process(ess) so 

with the occurrence:progression of Principles. Principle is born from Principle. The 

Common Ancestor Principles are the Assertions:Definitions:’Certainities’(We say 

‘certainities’ in terms of the ‘old’ civilization) 

Then from the Common Ancestor Principles is born the first offspring; these –like as 

with the s/c life-process(ess) give birth to further and further Principles one 

generation after another. I must deem it fit to speak of generation(s) of Principles as 

with generations of protoplasms of ens. And so the Seventy-Seven Assertions (many of 

them - not to to say all - Principles) occur:progress from the Common Ancestor 

Principles onwards – the Common Ancestor Principles occurring from number one 

onwards – the most evolute and ‘offspring’ Principles being near the end near the 

Seventy Seventh Assertion. 

 

11. The dynamics:mechanics of the occurrence:progression of the Seventy Seven 

Assertions: 

‘Cartesian Certainity’ assertions:Principles – the Foundations (A) 

The Genesis of the ‘First’ (in the chronological sense) Proportions – the Ground-

Floor (B) 

The Enunciation of these Proportions into ‘Principles’  - the First-floor (C ) 

The Enunciation 0f Proportions from Proportions – Principles from Principles – 

Second Floor (D) 

The Further Enunciation of Principles – Third Floor (E) 

The succession from (A) to (E) is chronological and logical
4
 as well as practical

5
 

 

12. In every Principle the constituents are term(s) and proportion(s) (between the 

relative terms) 

The format of the Principle and its enunciation – at least in our works is always the 

same. 

The format of algebraic equations too involves ‘balancing terms’ on either side of the 

‘equation’ – in between – like as unto the proportion in the enunciation of Principles 

– is the sign 

In mathematics we have term – sign – term; in our works in our Principles we have 

term – proportion – term. We have the same language over the mass universe – there 

must be no barrier(s), no ‘field-walls’between knowledge parts – after all this is the 

demonstration:manifestation and equivalent:identity in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent Identity q.v. of the Principle of Global Balance. 

  

13. The discovery of the term and its definition are equivalent:identities in terms of 

the Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. (a)  

The definition of the term and the detailed study:discovery thereof are also 

equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v. (b) 
By syllogistic reasoning : 

 
                                                 
4 Id est : as in to the s/c Ideal State q.v. 
5 Id est : as in to the s/c Practical State q.v. 
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The discovery of the term and the detailed study:discovery thereof are equivalent 

identities in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent:Identity q.v. (c ) 

The enunciation of (c ) is important and vital -  sequitur that it is enough to discover 

the term for the Principle; indeed the mere ans sheer discovery of the term is the 

equivalent:identity of its detailed study q.v. 

Now this looks like a paradox and I shall term it the Term Paradox q.v. 

In its light the discovery of the respective terms and of the proportion between them is 

enough for the enunciation of Principle : in other words too the detailed study of term 

and the discovery of the term proportionate thereto are also equivalent:identities in 

terms of the Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. 

As such we assert : Proportion between terms; the discovery of terms; and the 

enunciation of the relative Principles are all that is needed for scientific discovery 

and knowledge. 

This Assertion is so vital that I shall term it The Assertion of Requisites 0f 

Knowledge q.v. 

A scientist must work in the light of this Assertion and it will be a good tool and a 

shining light for him (‘him’ includes ‘her’). 

 

14. The discovery of the ‘term’ and its definition however is empirical. Although the 

process of discovery qua process is ‘rational
6
’ yet its foundations are always 

empirical
7
 The  

lens, the lab, the scientific instruments therefore cannot be abandoned. 

 
15. But the discovery of the ‘single’ term is not enough. Just as in sexual reproduction 

it takes two to tango so here there is a duality  between terms that must be satisfied. 

The satisfaction of this duality lies in the discovery of both  terms that are candidates 

for:of this duality q.v. The rest follows up to the enunciation of the relative 

Principle(s). 

 

16. And just as the discovery of the ‘single’ term is empirical so the discovery of the 

‘coupling’ is empirical. To take a simple example. 

Suppose we have six terms namely A B C D E and F. 

Now we know that there must be three ‘couples’ and that three relative Principles 

have to be enunciated. 

How join the ‘couples’? A-B or A-C? C-D or C-F? E-F or E-A?  The determination of 

coupling of terms is empirical : that is  

We look into the detailed description of all the terms (a) 

Then we ‘run together’ these detailed descriptions (b) and 

Thereafter we ‘put together’ as ‘couples’ the terms that are propense to and/or 

equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent:Identity q.v. (c ) 

 

These equivalent:identities will be the proportions; the 

proportions between the terms the ‘couples’; the 

                                                 
6 Vedi the dynamics:mechanics of the Enunciation 0f Principles q.v. as per to-day’s works q.v. 
7 As was manifested in our previous works q.v. 
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proportion between the ‘couples’ the (enunciation of) the 

Principles. 

 
17. The ‘gauging’ of  whether a term is equivalent:identity of the other is empirical. 

The method is : 

The term is referred to a specific object:matter:energy (we term this specific 

object:matter:energy as the object) and the increase or decrease thereof is observed
8
 

Another term is referred to the same object (‘the object’) and the increase or decrease 

thereof is observed
9
 

 

If the increase:decrease in one term (quantitatively) is the 

equivalent of the increase:decrease (quantitatively) of the 

other term then and in as direct proportion it is 

proportional thereto and is ‘coupled’ 

And vice-versa 

This Principle – which I deem as of immense import in 

scientific discovery – I term as the Principle 0f Coupling 

of Term(s) q.v. 

18.The principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. is the genesis 

of proportion q.v. 

                                                 
8 The increase or decrease is always quantitative not qualitative 
9 The increase or decrease is always quantitative not  qualitative 
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But more than that – the Principle of Equivalent:Identity 

q.v. is the equivalent:identity (in terms of itself – id est 

the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v.) – of proportion 

- and vice-versa (note the import of the Vice-versa 

here). 

 

The Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. is quantitative; 

the Proportion is the qualitative equivalent of the 

quantities of the Principle of Equivalent:identity q.v. 

19. The ‘mechanics:dynamics’ of the genesis and 

evolution:progression of The Seventy Seven Assertions 

q.v. is manifested in the foregoing Sections 

 
20. Proportion itself as  the Assertion:enunciation of ‘Discovery’ is the 

equivalent:identity (in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent:Identity q.v.) of the 

‘Common Point’  Convergence 0f Lines (One Empirical and One Rational). 

 

21. And as by syllogistic reasoning : 

The ‘Coupling of terms’ is the equivalent:identity in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent:Identity q.v. of the ‘Common Point’ Convergence of Lines (One Empirical 

and One Rational) 
5/10/2003 

 
3.00 P.M. 
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7 

 
This Paper investigates the Principle of Universal Perception that there is 

always a perception percentage, however minimal.  

 

(a) that matter:energy is ‘touched’ by other matter:energy;and 

(b) that this ‘touched matter:energy being ‘touched’ by the other ‘matter:energy’ reacts
10

  and 

 
© that the ‘touched’ matter:energy in reacting feels the presence of the ‘touching’ 

or ‘other’ matter:energy [the Principle Of the Three Constituents 0f Perception 

q.v.] 

And then there are the following Principles of Perception namely : 

that : 

 

A. Perception by matter:energy from the Rim inwards is always by itself of absolute time:space 

momenta – in other words this is not like to the perception of the God-like eye which is non-

absolute; id est it does not view the mass universe at particular time;space moment(s) but as 

in all time:space moments taken together 

B. But saving this ‘restriction’ as in A – and always as subject to A – all perception is like to as 

the God-like eye type – id est when we perceive (and for that when any matter:energy in the 

mass universe from the Rim inwards perceives) we perceive in as global a mode as possible 

: id est we see the whole:globality of what we perceive as much as possible; still the 

whole:globality that we perceive will be the whole:globality of absolute(s) not the 

whole:globality of non-absolute(s) as occurs:progresses in perception of the God-like eye; 

 
C. Accordingly : the rate of (increase of) at which matter:energy from the Rim of 

the mass universe inwards perceives as with a God-like eye will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) whole:globality of its perception divided by  

the rate of (increase of) its ‘time:space absolute(s)’ that it perceives 

And vice-versa 

Therefore and accordingly all matter:energy from the Rim of the mass universe 

inwards perceives as with a God-like eye but this rate of perception (global 

perception) is divided by the ‘defect’ of  perceiving as at absolute time:space 

moment(s) 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) propensity of 

matter:energy to perceive in absolute time:space moment(s) will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) its propensity to 

‘cut:paste’ et its perception(s) 

And vice-versa 

                                                 
10 In the sense of (bio)chemical reaction q.v.  – just as according to the Principles of (Bio)chemical 

Combination q.v. 
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And further: 

The rate of (increase of) at which matter:energy (from the Rim of the 

mass universe inwards) perceives as in absolute time:space moment(s) 

will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) succession of 

Perception(s)  

And vice-versa 

And further and as by syllogistic reasoning : 

The rate of (increase of) perception as in to succession of Perception(s) 

will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) propensity of 

matter:energy to cut:paste et its perception(s) 

And vice-versa 

The rate of (increase of) at which perception is ‘cut’ will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) at which perception becomes 

‘scientific:technical:differentiation observant’ 

And vice-versa 

Now when we say ‘differentiation:observant’ we mean that we perceive 

what in ‘common perception’ are quantities as qualities – and this in as 

direct proportion. 
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The rate of (increase of) ‘cutting of perception(s)’ will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) matter:energy perceiving 

quantities as qualities 

And vice-versa 

And further : 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) at which 

matter:energy (including Homines Sapientes) perceives quantities of 

matter:energy as qualities will be as directly proportional to the rate of 

(increase of) the perception:discovery of the relative matter:energy of 

the differentiation of the relative matter:energy 

And vice-versa 

And further and as by syllogistic reasoning : 

The rate of (increase of) ‘cutting of perception(s) will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) the perception:discovery of  the 

differentiation of the relative matter:energy 

And vice-versa 
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This Paper investigates the essentiality of Fear including as in religion ; In the 

mass universe the rate of (increase of) propensity:chance to survival will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) fear - And vice-versa 

The rate of (increase of) genesis:origin of all religion is directly proportional to 

the equivalent:identity of the same (all religion) 

The rate of (increase of) vitality of religion is as directly proportional to the rate of 

(increase of) indispensability of religion 

And vice-versa  

(3) is Principle 0f Independence:Sovereignity of Religion q.v. 

I enunciate thus : 

The rate of (increase of) import of religion is as directly proportional to the rate of 

(increase of) sovereignity:indispensability of religion - And vice-versa 

Further: 

The rate of (increase of) indispensability of religion is as directly proportional to the 

rate of (increase of)  sovereignity of the same (religion) - And vice-versa 

 

 

 

 

 

Dialogue: 

Pomtus: 

Cintius: 

Sixtius: 

 

 
Pomtus : I need not emphasise the essentiality of fear in all evolution and in all 

civilization. An evolution without fear would not occur;progress - fear and the 

occurrence:progression of evolution are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle 

of Equivalent Identity q.v. I shall manifest how in the very first chronological stages 

of s/c life process(ess) fear is essential as is manifested by the moving away of the 

Amoeba q.v. from the drop of iodine q.v. Now suppose that the Amoeba  does not 

move away? Would it survive? And if all the amoebae did so would they survive?  And 

how can one evolve without surviving first? Id est in the chronological succession of 

eventa survival is first; evolution subsequent thereto. 

This is an assertion, a Principle, a Law. 

 
Cintius :  I shall  add a further assertion No survival without fear (timor). 

I shall enunciate  

In the mass universe the rate of (increase of) propensity:chance to survival will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) fear 

And vice-versa 

Note the import of the Vice-versa here. 

 
Sixtius :  I shall add further that Fear is the equivalent:identity of all religion (1) 
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And further: 

That : 

Fear is the genesis:origin of all religion (2) 

Therefore: 

And: 

As by syllogistic reasoning : 

The rate of (increase of) genesis:origin of all religion is directly proportional to the 

equivalent:identity of the same (all religion) 

And vice-versa (3) 

 
Pomtus :  I shall accordingly assert That the import of all any religion is independent 

of science and its discoveries or indeed of all’ intellectual products’ 

Cintius : I ask : Do we need to fear? In the past history has manifested that fear 

(timor) was the cornerstone of our civilization:evolution (indeed of all 

civilization:evolution – not of Homines Sapientes only). 

It is also the cornerstone of all and any of our religions. 

Therefore as by the syllogistic reasoning : 

The cornerstone of all and any religion and the cornerstone of our 

civilization:evolution (indeed of all civilization:evolution – not of Homines Sapientes 

only)  are the same. 

This Assertion I opine manifests the import (1) vitality:indispensability (2) and 

independence:sovereignity (3) of religion. 

 
(1) is Principle 0f Import 0f  Religion q.v.; (2) is Principle of Vitality:Indispensability 

of Religion. I enunciate this Principle further thus : The rate of (increase of) vitality of 

religion is as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) indispensability of 

religion 

And vice-versa  

(3) is Principle 0f Independence:Sovereignity of Religion q.v. 

I enunciate thus : 

The rate of (increase of) import of religion is as directly proportional to the rate of 

(increase of) sovereignity:indispensability of religion 

And vice-versa 

Further: 

The rate of (increase of) indispensability of religion is as directly proportional to the 

rate of (increase of)  sovereignity of the same (religion) 

And vice-versa 

Note the import not only of the Vice-Versa here but also everywhere in this Dialogue. 

Sixtius : But the Seventy-Seven Assertion seem to eliminate the ‘religious view’ from 

all science – at least the cosmology. Is this the elimination of religion? 

Pomtus :  I say : Let us put religion in its place but never eliminate it. Indeed we must 

increase it and unite all religions to ensure a common evolutionary effort. We need 

religion : how can we eliminate what we need? We do not need it for a world view for 

a science but we need as religion as it is as the incarnation of fear.The Doctrine 0f 

Symbols is joined up to the notion of Fear – the result is the Religion as the Symbol pf 

Fear. We need Fear and its Symbol id est Religion. We need to increase these not 

replace or eliminate religions. And we must leave them as they are preferably in their 

‘pristine state’. 
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Our works of to-day indicate:manifest the more precise location:site of religion but 

not is replacement or diminution in any way : indeed we are to follow to-day’s works 

in the increase:intensification of  religions. The continousness and widespreadness 

(and basicity) of all religions is the equivalent:identity in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent:Identity q.v. of  the continousness and widespreadness (and basicity) of  

fear (timor). 

At which juncture I deem fit to close this Dialogue.   

 
19/10/2003 

 
7.09 A.M. 
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This Paper investigates 
 

Duality in the Mass Universe - Quantity-Quality. 

Transformation of Quantity to Quality and Vice-versa. Inter-transformation of 

Quantity-Quality. 

Rate 0f Continuity 0f Inter-Transformation of Quantity-Quality. 

Duality succeeded (in chronological order) by and as equivalent to (in terms of the 

Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v.) of  Duality of Function. 

Duality of Function succeeded (in chronological order) by and as equivalent to (in 

terms of the Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v.)  Duality of Behaviour 

Duality as the Origin:Genesis of  Sex  q.v. 

The (Chronological) Succession of Duality as the Origin:Genesis 0f the 

(Chronological) Succession of  Evolution:Progression:Occurrence of Sex q.v. 

Rattling of Genes q.v. and Shifting of Genes q.v. as the End-Product of  Duality 

(Quantity-Quality Duality) 

 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates that from the Rim of the mass universe inwards everything 

occurs : progresses subject to any Principle Law or Rule; thus :  As in to the mass 

universe the rate of [increase of] evoluticity of  any function will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of [increase of] its subjection to Principles Laws and Rules. 

Also : I.In any protoplasms of ens the rate of (increase of) self-esteem will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) confidence And vice-versa [ the 

Principle 0f Self-Esteem q.v.] 
II. In any protoplasms of ens the rate of (increase of) confidence will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of propensity to (increase of) the Imagination q.v.And vice-versa 

Therefore accordingly and as by syllogistic reasoning : 
III. In any protoplasms of ens the rate of (increase of) self-esteem will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) the Imagination q.v. And vice-versa 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Dialogue: 

Pomtus: 

Cintius: 

Sixtius: 
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Pomtus : In the mass universe from the Rim inwards there is nothing that 

occurs:progressess as not subject to any Principle Law or Rule. 

I will go at once to the brain organ or equivalent. Our works have shown that what 

occurs:progressess does so in terms of Principles one after the other. 

Previously it was not deemed so - but now? 

Cintius : I assert that if the brain organ or equivalent is subject to Principles so is the 

occurrencee:progression of the Imagination q.v.  

And in as direct proportion. 

So that we enunciate the Principle that : 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] evoluticity of  any function will be 

as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] its subjection to Principles Laws 

and Rules 

And vice-versa 

Sixtius : Therefore once that we discover ‘The Laws of the imagination’ we are on the 

right track to discovering further the engineering of all and any ‘ordinary’ person to 

geniuship. 

Therefore and accordingly these ‘Principles of Imagination q.v’ must be discovered. 

 

 

13 

 

Pomtus : I shall go further and enunciation these Principles namely : 

I.In any protoplasms of ens the rate of (increase of) self-esteem will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) confidence  

And vice-versa 

This I term the Principle 0f Self-Esteem q.v. 

II. In any protoplasms of ens the rate of (increase of) confidence will be as directly proportional 

to the rate of propensity to (increase of) the Imagination q.v. 

 

And vice-versa 

Therefore accordingly and as by syllogistic reasoning : 
III. In any protoplasms of ens the rate of (increase of) self-esteem will be as directly proportional 

to the rate of (increase of) the Imagination q.v. 

 

And vice-versa 

Cintius : I assert that self-esteem and the total conviction in the relative protoplasms 

of ens of his position irrespective of what the rest of the world, nay the universe will 

say   are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. 

Sixtius : Whether the rest the world applauds, boos or is indifferent must be irrelevant 

to the asserting protoplasms of ens. 
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Pomtus : For the assertion, any assertion is of value-in-itself not because it is 

applauded in Humean terms (vide the ethics of David Hume - we are referring to his 

Ethics here not to the Metaphysics) 

Cintius : I need not repeat the critique that is levelled at Humean Ethics on this point 

- especially after Immanuel Kant; I only assert that Assertion is enough; approbation, 

booing or indifference of that assertion is irrelevant. 

This Principle I term the Principle 0f Irrelevant Comment q.v. 

Sixtius : Therefore and accordingly the seed-bed of Imagination is the state of feeling 

rather than the state of functioning. A state of functioning is 

mechanically:dynamically engineerable as is a machine in terms of engineering 

through dynamics:mechanics q.v.  

Pomtus : At which juncture I shall deem fit to close this Dialogue. 
2/11/2003 

 
6.49 A.M. 

 

__________  
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10 

This Paper investigates Quanity, Quality, Geniuship 

The rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of Geniusship q.v. will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) quality (qualities) - And vice-versa 

[ the Principle Of  Proportionality Of  Geniusship to Quality (Qualities).] 

 

Dialogue: 

Pomtus: 

Cintius: 

Sixtius: 

 

 
Pomtus : I shall open this Dialogue by referring to the inter-transformation and 

equivalence (in terms of the Principle Of Equivalent Identity q.v. of  Quantity and 

Quality. 

Quality is an aggregatum of quantities was saith long ago. 

Therefore and accordingly I assert to-day that All Quality (Qualities) has its genesis 

as into Quantity (Quantities). 

Cintius :  Now I shall assert that Geniuship and quality (qualities) are 

equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle Of Equivalent Identity q.v. 

And I shall assert further or rather enunciate that : 

The rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of Geniusship q.v. will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) quality (qualities) 

And vice-versa 

This is a Principle which I shall term as the Principle Of  Proportionality Of  

Geniusship to Quality (Qualities). 

Sixtius :  What I shall assert sequitur as by syllogistic reasoning.  Now : 

Quality is an aggregatum of quantity (quantities) (1) and 

Geniusship and quality (qualities) are recriprocally proportional (2); and 

therefore and accordingly : 

The rate of (increase of) engineering of  Geniusship q.v. will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) engineering through Quantity (Quantities) 

And vice-versa (3) 

Pomtus : For genius is not  ‘innate’ ‘inborn’  (term-language of the Continental 

Rationalists q.v.) but is ‘acquired’ through sheer hard effort and training. 

At which juncture I deem fit to close this Dialogue. 
9/11/2003 

 
7.23 A.M. 

_________   
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11 

 
This Paper investigates Principles of Perception q.v. like – Perceptions in 

gradations between opposites and that a) In the mass universe too all and any 

gradation is relative : indeed we enunciate that: 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) gradations will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) relativity 

And vice-versa 

4.In the mass universe  at any absolute time:space moment the rate of  

occurrence:progression of any ‘opposite’ will be as inversely proportional to the 

rate of (increase of) ‘the other opposite’ 

And vice-versa 

5.In the mass universe therefore the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of 

general will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of detailed 

And vice-versa 

6.Also we enunciate that the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of 

empirical will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) rational 

And vice-versa 

7.Thus perception is relative : and indeed the Empiricist q.v. and the Rationalist q.v. 

are all at peace in these regards. Only because and to the extent that we perceive 

perception as non-relative and in as direct proportion to the same [hence to 

enunciate the relative Principle] the Rationalist q.v. and the Empiricist q.v. are at 

war. 

Thus we enunciate: 

That: 

The rate of (increase of) perception of perception (itself) as non-relative will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of  (increase of)  war as between the  Empiricist q.v. 

and the Rationalist q.v. 

And vice-versa 

8.Furthermore we enunciate that : As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase 

of)  generality of:in perception will be as directly proportional to the rate of 

(increase of) of vicinity of s/c ‘metaphysical speculation’ (using ‘old’ 

Science:civilization  terminology) to the physicalist:empirical 

occurrence:progression of matter:energy  as in to the mass universe 

And vice-versa 

9 As in to the mass universe all that is gradates from Phenomenon to 

matter:energy. There is a Phenomenon:matter:energy Percentage like as unto the 

mass:energy percentage q.v. And  there must be a Principle, a Law of 

Phenomenon:Matter:energy Percentage q.v. like as unto the Principle 0f the 

Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. and operating:occurring:progressing as in:per the 
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same. Perception is not Phenomenon  ----> 100%  (tnri) only but there is always a --

-> 0% (tnri) matter:energy percentage (however minimal). And the vice-versa 

holds:occurs:progressess. 

Id est : Matter:energy has a Phenomenon percentage however minimal. 

10.And here we enunciate : As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) at 

which  matter:energy has a Phenomenon percentage will be as directly proportional 

to the rate of (increase of) the rate at which the same (matter:energy) perceives 

And vice-versa 

This Principle I term as the Principle of Genesis 0f  Perception q.v.  

b) the ‘Trinity of Principles’ –proportional to Evolution and ‘offspring 

Principles’and 

c) As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the 

Trinity of Principles q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of ‘offspring Principles’ one generation after another) 

from the (same) Trinity of Principles q.v.  

 

 

 

 

 
1.Perception - like all phaenomena in to the mass universe - is relative and 

occurs:progressess as in gradations 

2.Now gradations are all as between any two ‘opposites’ : such as general  and 

detailed; empirical  and rational; all-viewing and part-viewing. 

3.In the mass universe too all and any gradation is relative : indeed we enunciate 

that: 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) gradations will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) relativity 

And vice-versa 

4.In the mass universe  at any absolute time:space moment the rate of  

occurrence:progression of any ‘opposite’ will be as inversely proportional to the rate 

of (increase of) ‘the other opposite’ 

And vice-versa 

5.In the mass universe therefore the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of 

general will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of detailed 

And vice-versa 

6.Also we enunciate that the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of empirical 

will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) rational 

And vice-versa 

7.Thus perception is relative : and indeed the Empiricist q.v. and the Rationalist q.v. 

are all at peace in these regards. Only because and to the extent that we perceive 

perception as non-relative and in as direct proportion to the same [hence to enunciate 

the relative Principle] the Rationalist q.v. and the Empiricist q.v. are at war. 
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Thus we enunciate: 

That: 

The rate of (increase of) perception of perception (itself) as non-relative will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of  (increase of)  war as between the  Empiricist q.v. 

and the Rationalist q.v. 

And vice-versa 

8.Furthermore we enunciate that : As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of)  

generality of:in perception will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

of vicinity of s/c ‘metaphysical speculation’ (using ‘old’ Science:civilization  

terminology) to the physicalist:empirical occurrence:progression of matter:energy  as 

in to the mass universe 

And vice-versa 

9 As in to the mass universe all that is gradates from Phenomenon to matter:energy. 

There is a Phenomenon:matter:energy Percentage like as unto the mass:energy 

percentage q.v. And  there must be a Principle, a Law of Phenomenon:Matter:energy 

Percentage q.v. like as unto the Principle 0f the Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. and 

operating:occurring:progressing as in:per the same. Perception is not Phenomenon  -

---> 100%  (tnri) only but there is always a ---> 0% (tnri) matter:energy percentage 

(however minimal). And the vice-versa holds:occurs:progressess. 

Id est : Matter:energy has a Phenomenon percentage however minimal. 

10.And here we enunciate : As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) at 

which  matter:energy has a Phenomenon percentage will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) the rate at which the same 

(matter:energy) perceives 

And vice-versa 

This Principle I term as the Principle of Genesis 0f  Perception q.v.  

11.And as in to the mass universe we might as well have one single Principle to 

govern all occurrence:progressions - this must be the most common ancestor 

Principle. 

12..And  the most common ancestor Principle is the Principle 0f Global Balance (and 

with it - the Principle 0f Contigous Adjacent Reference Frames)  

With these Principles too the Principle 0f Mass:Energy Percentage goes hand in hand. 

This ‘Trinity of Principles’ might as well solely and with no other Principle 

involved:occurring:progressing  govern and rule sovereign over the ever-increasing 

vastness of the mass universe. 

13.But thuis does not occur:progress : because the mass universe evolves. 

14.And the evolution of the mass universe sequitur from this Trinity of Principles like 

their direct child ‘in the next  immediate generation’ to the ‘Trinity of Principles’ I 

must assert. 

15.Now we enunciate that : 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of 

Evolution q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of the Trinity Of Principles q.v. 

And vice-versa (1) 
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And further : 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of  

Evolution will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of ‘offspring Principles’ (one generation after another) from 

the Trinity 0f Principles (common ancestors) 

And vice-versa (2) 

And further and as by syllogistic reasoning : 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the 

Trinity of Principles q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of ‘offspring Principles’ one generation after another) from 

the (same) Trinity of Principles q.v.  

And vice-versa (3) 

16.Thus occurs:progresses the continous genesis of new Principles ‘to infinity’ in the 

mass universe. 

17.The ‘Trinity of Principles’ q.v. is Logical:Ideal State q.v. as well as Practical State 

q.v. – therefore and accordingly the genesis and ever-succeeding generations of 

Principles occurs:progresses in the Logical:Ideal State q.v. as well as in to the 

Practical State q.v. 
16/11/2003 

 
7.23 A.M. 
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12 

 
This Paper investigates methodologies of Science; the Principle of 

Similitudes; the Principle of Proportion and the Principle of the 

Rule of Principle q.v. 

 

In the knowledge of Science we move through the laboratory, the microscope and the 

rest of the empirical observation and experiment programme. 

But to explain the empirical data thus known more than Observation and Experiment 

is needed. What is needed is indeed a Philosophy of Science which accounts for as 

well as should result in discoveries. And discoveries proper in Science should be 

those of Principle(s) only rather than as of empirical facts; for we must retain that the 

mere and sheer discovery of empirical facts should not be considered as rising to the 

noble status of discovery. 

And in the Philosophy of Science there are Three Principles that hold sovereign sway 

and that derive the one as from the other. 

The First Principle is The Principle 0f Similitude(s) q.v. by which and in which all 

empirical data are observed to be similar. Indeed if the subsistence of 

similarities:identities q.v. between ens (whether s/c living and s/c non-living) and ens 

were not the empirically resultant case, then there could not be any Science of 

Philosophy for total dissimilarity and non-identity q.v. could not be ‘explained’ as in 

any way. 

Therefore the rate of [increase of] at which similarity:identity in ens occur:progress 

will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] the occurrence:progression 

of ‘explanation’ of the relative empirical data as by the Philosophy 0f Science q.v. 

And vice-versa 

The Second Principle is the Principle 0f  Proportion q.v. that is : The rate of [increase 

of] at which observed (empirically observed) similitudes as per the Principle Of  

Similitude(s) q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] 

occurrence:progression of the Principle Of Proportion(s) q.v. 

And vice-versa 

The Third Principle is  the Principle Of  the Rule 0f Principle that is : The rate of 

[increase of] occurrence:progression of  the Principle of the Rule of Principle in the 

explanation (dynamics:mechanics et) of  observed:experimented phaenomena will be 

as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of]  the occurrence:progression of 

efficiency of explanation (mechanics:dynamics et) of the relative 

observed:experimented phaenomena 

And vice-versa 

Further we enunciate that : 

The rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of the Principle Of  Similtude(s) q.v. 

will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of 

the Principle Of  Proportion(s) q.v. 

And vice-versa 

And: 
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The rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of the Principle of Proportion(s) q.v. 

will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of 

the Principle 0f  Rule 0f  Principle(s) q.v. 

And vice-versa 

Therefore: 

And: 

As by syllogistic reasoning: 

The rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of the Principle Of  Similtude(s) q.v. 

will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of 

the Principled Of  Rule Of Principle(s) q.v. 

And vice-versa 

And the Principle of  Rule of Principle(s) q.v. is as to Science q.v. what the (Principle 

of) the Rule of Law q.v. is as to Law q.v. 

 

________________________________________________  
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This Paper investigates the ‘Rule of Law’ of Science 

 

I shall give a very simple manifestation of the above not from scientific but from legal 

scenarios. 

Every Court case has three elements namely : 
The law applicable to it; [A] 

The empirical facts of the case [B];and 

The decision and the decision-making process [C] 

Now [C] is the resultant of the linking of  [A] and [B] 

The Philosophy of  Law in legal scenarios is the science that  manifests the 

dynamics:mechanics [so to say] of  this linkage (between A and B supra). 

And the same with the Philosophy of Science q.v.  with its Principles as above 

manifested. 
7/12/2003 

 

7.23 A.M. 
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UNIFIED THEORY 

Emmanuel George Cefai 

_______________________  

 

 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Unified Theory  as to = 100% in the mentalist universe 

and -� 100 % (tnri) the nearer to the mentalist universe ‘rim’; the Rim of the mass 

universe should be (Ideal State) and indeed is (Practical State) = 100% ‘Unified 

Theory’ q.v. from the Rim of the mass universe inwards the rate of [increase of] 

occurrence:progression of  Probability and Chance q.v. will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of [increase of] phaenomena:matter:energy still-to-

evolve::in-evolution. And as in to the mass universe there must occur:progress a 

Principle of  Order:Probability and Chance Percentage q.v. like as un to the 

Principle of the Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. And as in to the mass universe there 

must occur:progress a Principle of  Order:Probability and Chance Percentage q.v. 

like as un to the Principle of the Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As into the mentalist universe the ‘Unified Theory’  q.v. of 

phaenomena:matter:energy occurs:progressess to = 100%. Indeed we might enunciate 

that the rate of [increase of] vicinity of phaenomena:matter:energy to the mentalist 

universe will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] vicinity to the 

occurrence:progression of the ‘Unified Theory’  q.v. as in to the same 

[phaenomena:matter:energy] 

And vice-versa 

The Rim of the mass universe is the nearest (in physicalist space:time units:terms) to 

the mentalist universe. Therefore accordingly and in as direct proportion and sequitur 

the Principle enunciated in the just above mentioned paragraph, the Rim of the mass 

universe - from all the whole:global mass universe itself - should be (Ideal State) and 

indeed is (Practical State) = 100% ‘Unified Theory’ q.v. 
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Therefore and accordingly and in as direct proportion in the mass universe the rate of 

[increase of] vicinity to the Rim of the mass universe will be as directly proportional 

to the rate of [increase of] the vicinity to = 100% ‘Unified Theory’ q.v. 

And vice-versa 

The Import of the Vice-Versa of the just enunciated Principle is immense namely : As 

in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] distance from the Rim of the mass 

universe will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] distance from = 

100% Unified Theory q.v.  

 

 

And vice-versa 

Further the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the ‘Unified Theory’ q.v. as 

in to the mass universe will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of  Probability and Chance q.v. as in to the relative 

phaenomena:matter:energy 

And vice-versa (Note the import of the Vice-Versa here) 

Now as manifested in our earlier works as in to the mass universe at any absolute 

time:space moment(s) the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the 

Probability and Chance q.v. as in to phaenomena:matter:energy will be as inversely 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of  Order q.v. as in to 

the same (phaenomena:matter:energy) 

And vice-versa 

Further and sequitur from the just above mentioned paragraphs - and as by syllogistic 

reasoning - the rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of the ‘Unified Theory’ 

q.v. as in to phaenomena:matter:energy the mass universe will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of  Order q.v. as in to 

the same (phaenomena:matter:energy) 

And vice-versa 

Therefore and accordingly - qua:as empirical fact - as in to the mass universe : 

[i] at:in the Rim and ‘framework’ of  the mass universe the rate of 

occurrence:progression of the ‘Unified Theory’ q.v. = 100% 

[ii] at:in from the Rim of the mass universe inwards the rate of [increase of] 

occurrence:progression of Order q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate of 

[increase of] occurrence:progression of Evolution q.v. 

And vice-versa 

[iii] at:in from the Rim of the mass universe inwards the rate of [increase of] 

occurrence:progression of  Probability and Chance q.v. will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of [increase of] phaenomena:matter:energy still-to-evolve::in-

evolution 

And vice-versa 

[iv] Combining [ii] and [iii] immediately supra there should be [Ideal State] and there 

is [Practical State] an Order:Probability and Chance Percentage q.v. which 

occurs:progressess like as unto the Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. 
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[v] And as in to the mass universe there must occur:progress a Principle of  

Order:Probability and Chance Percentage q.v. like as un to the Principle of the 

Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. 

 

1.These works of to-day manifest that the Unified Theory q.v. occurs:progresses in the 

framework [Maltese word : qafas] of the mass:universe  but in its inside 

occurs:progresses only and in the mode as manifested by the Principles enunciated in 

these works. 

2.Therefore and accordingly as inside of the Rim of the mass universe the 

occurrence:progression of the Unified Thepry q.v. is partial. 

3.Otherwise there would not be room for Evolution. Indeed a total Unified Theory q.v. 

all over the mass universe and the Limit to evolution would then be 

equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. 

4.The partial occurrence:progression of the Unified Theory q.v.  is the genesis of  and 

Lebensraum of evolution.  

5.The  relative proliferation of Order q.v. as in to the mass universe however is a very 

great indicator of a Limit to the onward march of Evolution. 

6.That limit might not necessarily be an absolute limit in the sense of moving 

evolution to = 0 (%) – but rather as – whilst never moving the onward march of 

evolution to = 0 (%) – still  signifying an ever- increase decrease of 

occurrence:progression of the ‘march of evolution’ (though never reaching = 0 (%)). 

7.Unfortunately Order q.v. in the mass universe is far from holding absolute sway 

vedi : handicapped persons. Indeed (at) the juncture of  the much-desried‘liberation’ 

from ‘handicapped’ et there would be (Ideal State) (but also the Practical State) a 

‘withering away of evolution’ (to � 0 (%) tnri ?)). 

8.Furthermore: 

‘Unified Theory’ smacks of the ‘old’ science. 

We must here recall our previous works equating ‘Theory’ with ‘Fact’ (to use ‘old’ 

Science terminology.) 

9.Furthermore: 

Our works manifest that to the extent that it occurs:progresses ‘Unified Theory (sic)’ 

is a factum rather than a ‘theory’ (using again ‘old’ Science terminology). 
8/12/2003 

 

Feast Day of the Immaculate Conception 

10.29 A.M. 
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This Paper investigates  the emotions percentage; As in to any protoplasms of ens at 

any absolute time:space moment the rate of [increase of] the emotions will be as 

inversely proportional to the rate of [increase of] growth:extension 

And vice-versa 

[The Emotions:::Growth:Extension Percentage q.v.] 

And the Emotions:::Growth:Extension Percentage q.v. occurs:progressess like as 

unto the Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. 

And there must be (Ideal State) and there is (Practical State) a Principle Of  

Emotions:::Growth:Extension Percentage that occurs:progressess like as unto the 

Principle of Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. 

Thus the Emotions Percentage is never = 0% or = 100%  but ----> 0% (tnri) or ----> 

100% (tnri) 

And the Growth:Extension Percentage is never = 0% or = 100% but ----> 0% (tnri) 

or ---> 100% (tnri) 

In all and any protoplasms of ens the emotions are not monad but plural. 

[This I term as the Emotions Plurality Assertion]. 

But - the rate of [increase of] evolution of the relative protoplasms of ens will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] propensity for the emotions in the 

relative protoplasms of ens to be plural and as inversely proportional to the rate of 

[increase of] propensity for the emotions in the relative protoplasms of ens to be 

monad 

And vice-versa 

At no absolute time:space moment(s) will any specific determinate particular 

Emotion ‘take over’ the ‘rest of the Emotions’ q.v. 

[This sequitur from the Emotions Plurality  Assertion q.v. supra]   

This Principle is termed the Principle of Negation of Take-Over 0f Emotions q.v. 

Indeed the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the Principle Of 

Negation of Take-Over Of  Emotions q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate 

of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the Principle of  Negation of Take-Over 

of Emotions q.v 

 

 

  

In all any protoplasms of ens there is an emotions percentage however minimal. 

Indeed we assert that : As in to any protoplasms of ens at any absolute time:space 

moment the rate of [increase of] the emotions will be as inversely proportional to the 

rate of [increase of] growth:extension 

And vice-versa 

This Principle I term the Emotions:::Growth:Extension Percentage q.v. 

[Note the import of this Principle in the engineering of  s/c cancer(ous) 

growth(s):extension(s) 

as through:by the Emotions] 
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And the Emotions:::Growth:Extension Percentage q.v. occurs:progressess like as unto 

the Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. 

And there must be (Ideal State) and there is (Practical State) a Principle Of  

Emotions:::Growth:Extension Percentage that occurs:progressess like as unto the 

Principle of Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. 

Thus the Emotions Percentage is never = 0% or = 100%  but ----> 0% (tnri) or ----> 

100% (tnri) 

And the Growth:Extension Percentage is never = 0% or = 100% but ----> 0% (tnri) or 

---> 100% (tnri) 

In all and any protoplasms of ens the emotions are not monad but plural. 

[This I term as the Emotions Plurality Assertion]. 

But - the rate of [increase of] evolution of the relative protoplasms of ens will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] propensity for the emotions in the 

relative protoplasms of ens to be plural and as inversely proportional to the rate of 

[increase of] propensity for the emotions in the relative protoplasms of ens to be 

monad 

And vice-versa 

At no absolute time:space moment(s) will any specific determinate particular Emotion 

‘take over’ the ‘rest of the Emotions’ q.v. 

[This sequitur from the Emotions Plurality  Assertion q.v. supra]   

This Principle is termed the Principle of Negation of Take-Over 0f Emotions q.v. 

Indeed the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the Principle Of Negation of 

Take-Over Of  Emotions q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase 

of) occurrence:progression of the Principle of  Negation of Take-Over of Emotions 

q.v. 

And vice-versa 
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This Paper investigates Our works of to-day treat (1) the Emotions:Growth 

Percentage q.v. – the immense engineering import of this should not be overlooked  

- vedi especially re cancer(ous) growth(s); and (2) the Emotions Plurality Assertion 

: its genesis, rationale, Principle(s), evolution and progression; and (3) consequent 

to (2) there occurs the Principle of Negation of Take-Over of Emotions q.v. 
 

 

 
Our works of to-day treat (1) the Emotions:Growth Percentage q.v. – the immense 

engineering import of this should not be overlooked  - vedi especially re cancer(ous) 

growth(s); and (2) the Emotions Plurality Assertion : its genesis, rationale, 

Principle(s), evolution and progression; and (3) consequent to (2) there occurs the 

Principle of Negation of Take-Over of Emotions q.v. All these Principles of to-day’s 

works lead to each other and are one web one plexus. 
8/12/2003 

 

Feast Day Of  The Immaculate Conception 
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17 

This Paper investigates  the pluri-demsionality of the reading knowledge of Science 

 

The reading:knowledge of Science is pluri-dimensional : namely in one dimension the 

mere and sheer observation:experiment of phaenomena (A); in the other dimension 

the categorization similtude marking:indicating and proportion observation:spotting in 

the same ‘mere and sheer’ observation:experiment of phaenomena (B); in the other 

dimension the enunciation of Principles from the immediately foregoing (B) (C) 

The viewing of all and any Phenomenon as from one dimension only    is 

the equivalent:identity in terms of the Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v. 

of viewing of the same (Phenomenon) as from the other dimensions. 

 

To view a coin from one side only is the equivalent:identity in terms of the 

Principle 0f Equivalent:Identity q.v. of viewing it (the coin) from all sides. 
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18 

 

This Paper investigates the liberation of our civilization from too much weight and 

reliance on empirical experiment and observation q.v. 

I assert that we must liberate our scientific civilization from viewing only 

or at least to the most weight empirical experiment and observation. 

These remain the foundations of the scientific building. But the top floors 

are as per our works say in the enunciation of the Principles, proportions 

et relative to all and any of these phaenomena. 

14/12/2003 

7.19 A.M. 
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19 

This Paper investigates Principles that occur : progress the same in other mass 

universes; hence the Principle of Independence of Principles q.v.; Principles are 

independent of space : time;   

Now all this independent of  the physicalist (1) (and what independent of space:time 

is also independent of the physicalist) and what is independent of the physicalist is 

mentalist (2) and therefore and accordingly the occurrence:progression of 

Principles in the mass universe is the occurrence:progression of the mentalist 

universe as in to the mass universe (3) As such the mentalist universe is the 

Controller q.v. in terms of the Doctrine of Controller:Controlled q.v. of the mass 

universe (4) Principles are the genesis, functioning and evolution of the mass 

universe (indeed of  any mass universe) and therefore and accordingly and in as 

direct proportion the mentalist universe is the genesis, functioning and evolution of 

the physicalist universe (5) Consequently therefore and accordingly the physicalist 

universe is the empirical showcase of the mentalist universe (6) And the physicalist 

universe is simply the other side of the mentalist universe : like e=mc2 so the 

physicalist universe = the mentalist universe-in-motion (7) 

These Seven Dicta I term as the Seven Dicta of the Mentalist:Physicalist  Universe 

The physicalist universe and the mentalist universe are equivalent:identities in 

terms of the Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v. 

And the Seven Dicta of the Mentalist:Physicalist universe q.v. and the 

equivalence:identity mentioned in the just mentioned paragraph are themselves 

equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v. 

Moreover the physicalist universe:mentalist universe equivalence:identity is the 

manifestation of the occurrence:progression of the Principle of Global Balance q.v. 

and the Principle of Contigous Adjacent Reference Frames q.v. not just as from the 

Rim of the mass universe inwards but outwards from the Rim of the mass universe. 

I In the Seven Principles above enunciated we manifest the simultaneous 

independence and inter-dependence of the mass universe and the mentalist 

universe. 

II In the Seven Principles above enunciated there is manifested the 

equivalence:identity in terms of the Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v. of  the 

genesis of ens and the ens itself (even as evolved:evolving q.v.). 

III  In the Seven Principles above enunciated there is manifest how the ‘power’ of 

the Controller (the mentalist universe) and the ‘evolution:progression’ of the 

controlled (physicalist universe) are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle 

of Equivalent:Identity q.v. 

Consequently there is manifested the equivalence:identity in terms of the Principle 

of Equivalent:Identity of Controller and Controlled. 

Moreover as in chronological succession the Controller comes first the Controlled 

thereafter – yet the evolution of the controlled ens in the succession of 
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chronological units equivalises equals and is the equivalent:identity (in terms of the 

Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v.) of the Controller   

We thus enunciate the Principle that : 

The Controller (Cr) ens q.v. is directly proportional to the Controlled ens q.v. (Cd) 

multiplied by the (rate of) (increase of) evolution of the same (Controlled ens q.v.) 

(Ev) 

And vice-versa 

Thus as in algebraic terminology : 

Cr = Cd X Ev 

 

In the Ideal state any mass universe will evolve the same as any other mass universe. 

The Principles that will occur:progress as in to any mass:universe will be the same as 

occur:progress in our mass universe. 

These Principles are not tied to any particular space:time and therefore hold and must 

occur:progress equally in any space:time. 

The rate of [increase of] vicinity of Principles to space:time will be as directly 

proportional to the [increase of] their Ageing et 

And vice-versa 

This immensely revolutionary Principle I term as the Principle 0f Independence Of  

Principles q.v. 

The import of the Vice-versa here is immense : for we observe empirically that 

Principles do not age - therefore and accordingly and in as direct proportion Principles 

are independent of space:time. 

As such Principles are independent of  the physicalist and the mass universe because 

Principles are untouched by space:time  whilst the physicalist and space:time are 

equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v. 

Therefore Plato is to this extent ‘vindicated’. 

Now all this independent of  the physicalist (1) (and what independent of space:time 

is also independent of the physicalist) and what is independent of the physicalist is 

mentalist (2) and therefore and accordingly the occurrence:progression of Principles 

in the mass universe is the occurrence:progression of the mentalist universe as in to 

the mass universe (3) As such the mentalist universe is the Controller q.v. in terms of 

the Doctrine of Controller:Controlled q.v. of the mass universe (4) Principles are the 

genesis, functioning and evolution of the mass universe (indeed of  any mass 

universe) and therefore and accordingly and in as direct proportion the mentalist 

universe is the genesis, functioning and evolution of the physicalist universe (5) 

Consequently therefore and accordingly the physicalist universe is the empirical 

showcase of the mentalist universe (6) And the physicalist universe is simply the 

other side of the mentalist universe : like e=mc2 so the physicalist universe = the 

mentalist universe-in-motion (7) 

These Seven Dicta I term as the Seven Dicta of the Mentalist:Physicalist  Universe 

 
The physicalist universe and the mentalist universe are equivalent:identities in terms 

of the Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v. 
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And the Seven Dicta of the Mentalist:Physicalist universe q.v. and the 

equivalence:identity mentioned in the just mentioned paragraph are themselves 

equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v. 

Moreover the physicalist universe:mentalist universe equivalence:identity is the 

manifestation of the occurrence:progression of the Principle of Global Balance q.v. 

and the Principle of Contigous Adjacent Reference Frames q.v. not just as from the 

Rim of the mass universe inwards but outwards from the Rim of the mass universe. 

The significance of this Principle is immensely revolutionary. 

For as through these Principles we do not only  see:view the Principles of 

fabric:structure:constitution as from the mass universe inwards but also the Principles 

of fabric:structure:constitution as from the mass universe outwards 

Thus the God-like view is not merely the view of  from the mass universe inwards but 

also as from the mass universe outwards 

I In the Seven Principles above enunciated we manifest the simultaneous 

independence and inter-dependence of the mass universe and the mentalist universe. 

II In the Seven Principles above enunciated there is manifested the 

equivalence:identity in terms of the Principle of Equivalent Identity q.v. of  the 

genesis of ens and the ens itself (even as evolved:evolving q.v.). 

III  In the Seven Principles above enunciated there is manifest how the ‘power’ of the 

Controller (the mentalist universe) and the ‘evolution:progression’ of the controlled 

(physicalist universe) are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent:Identity q.v. 

Consequently there is manifested the equivalence:identity in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent:Identity of Controller and Controlled. 

Moreover as in chronological succession the Controller comes first the Controlled 

thereafter – yet the evolution of the controlled ens in the succession of chronological 

units equivalises equals and is the equivalent:identity (in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent Identity q.v.) of the Controller   

We thus enunciate the Principle that : 

The Controller (Cr) ens q.v. is directly proportional to the Controlled ens q.v. (Cd) 

multiplied by the (rate of) (increase of) evolution of the same (Controlled ens q.v.) 

(Ev) 

And vice-versa 

Thus as in algebraic terminology : 

Cr = Cd X Ev 

And: 

As by algebraic transmission: 

Cd = Cr divided by Ev 

And: 

Ev = Cr divided by Cd 

 
25/12/2003 

 
Christmas Day 

7.17 A.M. 
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OF THE GENESIS OF COLLISSIONS OF PARTICLAE AS FROM 

INDUCED:INTRODUCED PARTICLAE 

Emmanuel George Cefai 

 

 

This Paper investigates  the ‘warping disturbance’ of cells  in case of ‘induced 
particles’ thus : (a)  In protoplasms of ens the rate of [increase of] 

induction:introduction of  any particla(e) in the cell will be as directly proportional to 

the rate of [increase of] ‘warping:disturbance’ of the energy present in the cell prior 

to the induction:introduction - And vice-versa 

(b)  The direction of warping:disturbance of energy above-mentioned will be in a 

linear continuum with the direction of  the moving induced:introduced particla(e) 

© There will be one definite determinate specific warping of energy per every one 

particla(e) induced:introduced  in to  the cell. 

(d) Therefore and accordingly a plurality of particlae induced:introduced as in to the 

cell will result as in to an equal plurality of  linear definite determinate specific 

warpings of energy 

(e) And accordingly the rate of [increase of] plurality of linear definite determinate 

specific warpings of energy will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] 

collission of energy in the cell - And vice-versa 

 [The Principle Of  Collission of Energy in to the Cell q.v.] 

 

In protoplasms of ens the rate of [increase of] induction:introduction of  any 

particla(e) in the cell will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] 

‘warping:disturbance’ of the energy present in the cell prior to the 

induction:introduction 

And vice-versa 

The direction of warping:disturbance of energy above-mentioned will be in a linear 

continuum with the direction of  the moving induced:introduced particla(e) 

There will be one definite determinate specific warping of energy per every one 

particla(e) induced:introduced  in to  the cell. 

Therefore and accordingly a plurality of particlae induced:introduced as in to the cell 

will result as in to an equal plurality of  linear definite determinate specific warpings 

of energy 

And accordingly the rate of [increase of] plurality of linear definite determinate 

specific warpings of energy will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] 

collission of energy in the cell 

And vice-versa 
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This I term as the Principle Of  Collission of Energy in to the Cell q.v. 

 

These works of to-day manifest : (1) the warping of energy from the 

introduction:induction of  particlae;and (2) the collision of particlae from the 

warping of energy as per (1) above; 

and : as by syllogistic reasoning: (3)    the  collision of particlae from the 

induction:introduction of  introduced:induced particlae 
25/12/2003 

 

Christmas Day 

12.39 P.M. 
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This Paper investigates  the relation between structure and magnetic poles; thus : 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) definition:genesis of structure 

q.v. will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) definition:genesis of 

magnetic poles (as in to the relative matter:energy) 

And vice-versa 

 

Also : 

As in to the mass universe the rate of  (increase of) the definition:genesis of 

structure of any matter:energy is as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase 

of) occurrence:progression of the Doctrine 0f Controller:Controlled therein q.v. - 

And vice-versa 

And further : 

As in to protoplasms of ens the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the 

Doctrine 0f  Controller:Controlled therein q.v. will be as directly proportional to the 

rate of (increase of)  occurrence:progression of  gene:particla expression:function - 

And vice-versa 

Id est : as in to protoplasms of ens the occurrence:progression of  gene:particla 

expression:function  and the occurrence:progression of the Doctrine 0f 

Controller:Controlled q.v. are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent Identity q.v. 

Thus: 

As in to protoplasms of ens the rate of (increase of) the definition:genesis of 

structure will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of gene:particla function 

And vice-versa 

Following these Principles  the telomeres of the DNA as the equivalent:identities of 

the definition:genesis of structure of the DNA itself; (the telomeres of the DNA and 

the definition:genesis of structure of the DNA itself are equivalent:identities in 

terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v.); and also that the 

occurrence:progression of the telomers in the DNA are the inverse proportion of  

the occurrence:progression of gene:particla expression (Doctrine 0f 

Controller:Controlled q.v.) and that further  The rate of (increase of)  the 

shortening of the telomers will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase 

of) definition:genesis of DNA - And vice-versa 

[The corollary of this Principle is that :  

The rate of (increase of)  definition:genesis of the DNA will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) the propensity of the cell to divide - And 

vice-versa 

The rate of  (increase of) the shortening of  the telomers will be as inversely 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) the rate of  definition:genesis of the DNA -  

And vice-versa 

Therefore accordingly and as by syllogistic reasoning : 

The rate of (increase of) the shortening of the telomers will be as inversely 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) the propensity of the cell to divide 
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And vice-versa 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The definition:genesis of structure q.v. and the genesis:definition of magnetic poles in 

matter:energy as in to the mass universe are equivalent:identities in terms of the 

Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v. 

The equivalence above mentioned occurs:progresses as in proportion 

Therefore and accordingly we have a direct proportion 

And we thus enunciate the Principle that : 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) definition:genesis of structure q.v. 

will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) definition:genesis of 

magnetic poles (as in to the relative matter:energy) 

And vice-versa 

The import of the Vice-versa here is great. For by magnetizing adequately chunks of 

‘inchoate’ matter:energy   we ensure the occurrence:progression of  the 

definition:genesis of structure q.v. of the same. 

As in to the mass universe the definition:genesis of structure of any matter:energy is 

the inverse of the occurrence:progression of the Doctrine 0f Controller:Controlled 

therein 

Now all this occurs:progressess in as direct proportion. 

Thus we enunciate  

That 

As in to the mass universe the rate of  (increase of) the definition:genesis of structure 

of any matter:energy is as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of the Doctrine 0f Controller:Controlled therein q.v. 

And vice-versa 

And further : 

As in to protoplasms of ens the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the 

Doctrine 0f  Controller:Controlled therein q.v. will be as directly proportional to the 

rate of (increase of)  occurrence:progression of  gene:particla expression:function 

And vice-versa 

Id est : as in to protoplasms of ens the occurrence:progression of  gene:particla 

expression:function  and the occurrence:progression of the Doctrine 0f 

Controller:Controlled q.v. are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent Identity q.v. 

Thus: 

As by syllogistic reasoning we enunciate: 

That: 

As in to protoplasms of ens the rate of (increase of) the definition:genesis of structure 

will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression 

of gene:particla function 
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And vice-versa 

Following these Principles enunciated to-day we must retain the telomeres of the 

DNA as the equivalent:identities of the definition:genesis of structure of the DNA 

itself; (the telomeres of the DNA and the definition:genesis of structure of the DNA 

itself are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v.); 

and also that the occurrence:progression of the telomers in the DNA are the inverse 

proportion of  the occurrence:progression of gene:particla expression (Doctrine 0f 

Controller:Controlled q.v.) and that further  The rate of (increase of)  the shortening 

of the telomers will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

definition:genesis of DNA 

And vice-versa 

[The corollary of this Principle is that :  

The rate of (increase of)  definition:genesis of the DNA will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) the propensity of the cell to divide 

And vice-versa 

The rate of  (increase of) the shortening of  the telomers will be as inversely 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) the rate of  definition:genesis of the DNA   

And vice-versa 

Therefore accordingly and as by syllogistic reasoning : 

The rate of (increase of) the shortening of the telomers will be as inversely 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) the propensity of the cell to divide 

And vice-versa 
1/1/2003 

New Year’s Day 
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This Paper investigates the Principle of Initial Vague Picture of Mass Universe; the 

Principle of Ever-Increasing Detail; and other Principles 
 

I 

The mass universe picture at its vaguest level is a picture (we would say ‘real picture’ 

in terms of the sceptical philosophies) 

[Principle of Initial Vague Picture 0f Mass Universe]  

II 

The vague picture of the mass universe is always and for all future time passible to 

detail 

(Principle 0f Ever-Increasing Detail) 

III 

The evolution of the mass universe and the increase of detail within the already 

established vague general picture as in I are equivalent:identities in terms of the 

Principle 0f Equivalent Identity q.v. 

IV 

The rate of (increase of) evolution of the mass universe is as directly proportional to 

the rate of (increase of) detail within the already established vague general picture as 

in I 

And vice-versa 

V 

Evolution is thus the more-detailing of  ens 

[Principle 0f Evolution as Increase in Detail] 

VI 

Detail is ever-increasing; and in as direct proportion  to the rate of (increase of) 

evolution of the mass universe 

And vice-versa 

Thus: 

We enunciate: 

That: 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) ever-increase in detail will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) evolution of the mass universe 

And vice-versa 

VII 

Further: 

We enunciate: 

That: 
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The rate of (increase of) detail will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase 

of) proportions:phaenomena wherein that detail is exprest 

And vice-versa 

VIII 

As in to the mass universe detail is exprest in phaenomena:proportions 

[Principle 0f Expression 0f Detail As In To The Mass Universe] 

IX 

Further: 

We enunciate: 

That: 

The rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of Phaenomena as in to the mass 

universe will be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of proportions expressing those Phaenomena 

And vice-versa 

[Principle 0f  Proportionality 0f Phaenomena to Proportions]  
5/1/2002 
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This Paper investigates the Process vis-à-vis the Individual and related Principles 

 

As in to the mass universe the Process is ‘immortal’ whilst the Individual  struggles 

under the shades  of s/c mortality  (1) 

As in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the 

Process multiplied by the rate of (increase of) its motion will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) the propensity of the same (Process) to 

reproduction 

And vice-versa  (2) 

 
In the Process the rate of (increase of) reproduction will be as directly proportional 

to the rate of (increase of) vicinity to s/c Immortality of Ens 

And vice-versa  (3) 

 
In the Process the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of reproduction will 

be as directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of 

cloning 

And vice-versa (4) 

Cloning accordingly is not ‘unnatural’ but is a Phenomenon of the mass universe as 

‘natural’ (in terms of the ‘old’ Science) as differentiation (reproduction as by 

differentiation) (5) 

Therefore and according the rate of ‘naturalness’ of cloning and reproduction as by 

differentiation are equal:identical in terms of the Principle 0f Equivalent Identity (6) 

In the Process we work from the Principle downwards to the Phenomenon (Individual 

Phenomenon) (7) 

In the Individual we work from the Phenomenon (Individual Phenomenon) to the 

Principle upwards (8) 

The rate of (increase of)  working:occurrence:progression from the Principle 

downwards to the Individual Phenomenon will be as directly proportional to the rate 

of (increase of) our vicinity to Platonic Idealism q.v. 

And vice-versa (9) 

The rate of (increase of)  working:occurrence:progression from the Phenomenon 

(Individual Phenomenon) to the Principle upwards will be as directly proportional to 

the rate of (increase of) distance from the Platonic Idealism q.v. 

And vice-versa (10) 

The rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of the matter:energy-in-motion of 

the mass universe as in specific time:space units will be as directly proportional to the 
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rate of (increase of) its occurrence:progression as in the Individual q.v. and as 

inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) its occurrence:progression as in to 

the Process q.v. 

And vice-versa (11) 

At any specific time:space unit(s) the rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of  

the Individual will be as inversely proportional to the rate of (increase of) 

occurrence:progression of the Process  

And vice-versa (12) 

In no matter:energy as in to the mass universe can the Individual Percentage = 0% or 

= 100% or the Process Percentage = 0% or = 100%  

In all matter:energy there must be and there is always an Individual:Process 

Percentage q.v. (13) 

And there must be a Principle of Individual:Process Percentage which must 

occur:progress like as unto the Principle 0f Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. (14) 

In any matter:energy as in to the mass universe the rate of (increase of) 

engineering:alteration:change of  the Individual Percentage to diminution:decrease 

will be as  directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) vicinity to s/c Immortality 

of Ens 

And vice-versa (15) 

The rate of (increase of) occurrence:progression of Ageing, rusting decay et will be 

directly proportional to the rate of  (increase of) occurrence:progression of the 

increase of the Individual Percentage q.v. 

And vice-versa (16) 

The rate of (increase of) gene:particla expression:function(ing) will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of (increase of) Process:percentage 

And vice-versa (17)    

The rate of (increase of) gene:particla mutation:evolution:differentiation will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of (increase of) Individual Percentage 

And vice-versa (18) 

At any specific absolute time:space unit(s) the rate of (increase of) gene:particla 

expression:function(ing) will be as inversely proportional to the rate of  (increase of) 

gene:particla mutation:evolution:differentiation 

And vice-versa (19) 
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R1 

 

 

The Principle of Global Balance to Position of Particles q.v. 

 

EMMANUEL GEORGE CEFAI 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Global Balance to 

Position of Particles q.v. 

 

 

As into any (bio)chemical combination particles change their 

position(s)  only and  insofar as to maintain the Global Balance 

of the surrounding reference-frame or bio(combining) structure  

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of Global Balance to 

Position of Particles q.v. 
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R10 

 
The Principle of Energy Liberation In [Bio]chemical Combination q.v. 

 

EMMANUEL GEORGE CEFAI 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Energy Liberation In 

[Bio]Chemical combination q.v. 

 

 
 

In any (bio)chemical combination  the rate of [increase of]  the totality:globality of the 

mass percentages of  one side of the [bio]chemical  combination exceed  the 

totality:globality of the mass percentage of the other side of the [bio]chemical  

combination  will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of]  liberation of 

energy during:from the relative (bio)chemical combination 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This principle I term as the Principle of Energy Liberation In [Bio]chemical 

Combination q.v. 
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R11 

 

 

The Principle of  Stimuli-(Bio)chemical Combination Proportion  
 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Stimuli-[Bio]chemical 

Proportion  
 

 

 

 

In the s/c living process(ess) the rate of [increase of] receipt of stimuli  will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] [bio]chemical combination[s] in the 

situs or siti of the stimuli 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  Stimuli-(Bio)chemical Combination 

Proportion q.v. 
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R12 

 

The Principle of  [Genesis of]  Autochthonous Stimuli   
 

 

This Paper investigatesthe Principle of [Genesis of] 

Autochthonous Stimuli 
 

  

In the s/c living process(ess) the rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of the 

Principle of  Stimuili:�Bio)chemical Combination Proportion will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of [increase of] the [bio]chemical  combination[s] 

occurring:progressing at the relative situs or siti  to generate themselves stimuli at the 

same situs and siti 

 

And vice-versa 

 

I shall term these stimuli as  autochthonous stimuli and the Principle just  above 

enunciated the Principle of  [Genesis of]  Autochthonous Stimuli  q.v. 
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R 13 

 

 

The Principle of  Autochthonous Stimuli to Arrestment of Cancer(ous) 

Growth(s) q.v. 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Autochtonous Stimuli to 

Arrestment of Cancer(ous) Growth(s) 
 

 

 

In to protoplasms of ens the rate of occurrence:progression of the Principle of 

Autochtonous Stimuli q.v. will be as inversely proportional to the rate of [increase of]  

propensity to cancer(ous) growth(s) at the relative site(s) 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle is of immense engineering import especially in the field of arrestment 

and elimination of s/c cancer(ous) growth(s) 

 

I shall term this Principle as the Principle of  Autochthonous Stimuli to 

Arrestment of Cancer(ous) Growth(s) q.v. 
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The Principle of  Propensity to Extension:Growth 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Propensity to Extension 

: Growth q.v. 
 

 

It is the propensity of  all matter:energy in the mass universe to extend:grow  at the 

least  possible opportunity. 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  Propensity to Extension:Growth q.v.  and 

is  of immensely revolutionary importance. 
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The Principle of Replication 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Replication 
 

 

In the s/c life processess(ess)  the general propensity to grow:extend  as per the just 

previously enunciated Principle of Extension:growth(s) is transformed to replication 

of s/c living matter:energy 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This I term as the Principle of Replication q.v. 
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The Principle of Replication-Autochthonous Stimuli to s/c Life Process(ess) 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Replication-

Autochtonous Stimuli to s/c Life Processes  
 

 

 

As into the mass universe the rate of [increase of] extension of energy:matter  as by 

replication multiplied by the production of autochthonous stimuli will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of [increase of] vicinity to the s/c life process(ess) 

 

And vice-versa  

 

This principle I term as the Principle of Replication-Autochthonous Stimuli to s/c 

Life Process(ess0 q.v. 

 

In algebraic form : 

 

Let L = rate of vicinity to s/c life process(ess) 

 

And 

 

Let R = rate of extension by replication 

 

And 

 

Let  AS = rate of autochthonous stimuli production 

 

Therefore and accordingly : 

 

AS = L X R 

 

And 

 

L = AS  divided by R 

 

And 

 

R = AS divided by L 
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The Principle of Third Matter : Energy 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Third Matter : Energy 
 

 

 

In all combination  unlike matter:energies produce a third matter:energy from their 

substance; like matter:energies produce the same matter:energy. 
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Extension Inverse to Function : Differentiation  

 

 

 

This Paper investigates Extension as inverse to Function : 

Differentiation   
 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] linearity of extension will be as 

inversely proportional to the rate of [increase of] propensity to increase of 

function:differentiation in the same [extension] 

 

And vice-versa 

 

Note the import of  the vice-versa here 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  Relative Functionality:Differentiation of 

Extension (of Matter:Energies) q.v. 
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The Principle of Maintenance of Position of Particles 
 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Maintenance of Position 

of Particles 
 

 

 

 

As into the mass universe all particles will keep and stay 

in their positions only and insofar as  to maintain Global 

Balance such that the Principle of Mass:Energy 

Percentage q.v. be observed 

 

This Principle I term the Principle of Maintenance of 

Position of Particles q.v. 

 

This Principle is vital for instance in the construction of 

any model of the Atom or indeed of any sub-atomic 

particles :  the sub-atomic particles in the Atom will 

move and/or stay in position such as to observe this 

Principle. 
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The Principle of  Functionality:Differation Genesis 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Functionality : 

Differentiation Genesis 
 

 

In the mass universe the rate of  a-linearity  of extension will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of  functionality:differentiation of the same [extension] 

 

And vice-versa 

 

Note the import of the Vice-versa here 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  Functionality:Differation Genesis q.v. 
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The Principle of  Simultaneity of (Bio)chemical 

Combination to Differentiation:Functionality of 

Matter: energy 
 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Simultaneity of 

[Bio]chemical Combination to Differentiation:Functionality of 

Matterr:energy 
 

 

In the s/c living process(ess) at any one 

particular:specific time(s) the rate of [increase of] 

differentiation:functionality of matter:energy will 

be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase 

of] propensity to simultaneous 

occurrence:progression of (bio)chemical 

combination 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  

Simultaneity of (Bio)chemical Combination to 

Differentiation:Functionality of Matter:Energy 

q.v. 
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The Principle of  Randomness (of (Bio)chemical Combination(s)) As Inverse to 

Life Processes 

 

 

This Paper investigates the inverse proportion of randomness of 

[bio]chemical combination and life processes  
 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] randomness of 

occurrence:progression of [bio]chemical combination(s) will be as inversely 

proportional to the rate of [increase of] vicinity to the s/c life process(ess) 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  Randomness (of (Bio)chemical 

Combination(s)) q.v. 
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The Principle of  Randomness (of (Bio)chemical Combination(s)) 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Randomness of 

[Bio]chemical Combination[s] 
 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] randomness of 

occurrence:progression of  [bio] chemical combination will be as directly proportional 

to the rate of [increase of]  vicinity to propensity to evolution of the same 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  Randomness of [Bio]chemical 

Combination[s] to Evolution q.v. 
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The Principle of  Succession of [Bio]chemical Combination[s] 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Succession of 

[Bio]chemical Combination[s] 
 

 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] randomness of 

occurrence:progression of [bio]chemical combination[s] will be as inversely 

proportional to the rate of [increase of] vicinity to occurrence:progression as in 

succession of such [bio]chemical combination[s] 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  Succession of [Bio]chemical 

Combination[s] q.v. 
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Chemical Combinations to Life Process(es) 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates Chemical Combinations to Life 

Process(es) 
 

 

 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression in 

succession of chemical combination[s] will be as directly proportional to the rate of 

[increase of] vicinity to propensity to the s/c life process(ess) 

 

And vice-versa 
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The Principle of  Succession of [Bio]chemical Combination[s] 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Succession of 

[Bio]chemical Combination[s] 
 

 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] randomness of 

occurrence:progression of [bio]chemical combination[s] will be as inversely 

proportional to the rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of succession of 

[bio]chemical combination[s] 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  Randomness:::Succession Inverse 

Proportion in:of [Bio]chemical Combination q.v. 
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The Principle of Succession to Similarity of  Structures in [Bio]chemical 

Combination[s] 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Succession to Similarity 

of Structures in [Bio]chemical Combination[s] 
 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of  

[bio]chemical combination[s] as in succession will be as directly proportional to the 

rate of [increase of] vicinity to propensity to similarity of structure of the relative 

(bio)chemical combination[s] 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of Succession to Similarity of  Structures in 

[Bio]chemical Combination[s] q.v. 
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The Principle of Intermediate [Bio]chemical Combination[s] 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Intermediate 

[Bio]chemical Combination[s]  
 

 

In between the randomness of [bio]chemical combination[s] and the   combination[s] 

as in succession of the s/c life-process(ess) are intermediate steps:stages (cf.Leibniz’s 

‘Natura non facit saltum’] 

 

This I term as the Principle of Intermediate [Bio]chemical Combination[s] q.v. 
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The Principle of  Relativity in the mass universe 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Relativity in the mass 

universe 
 

 

 

The occurrence:progression of the Principle of Intermediate Steps as in [Bio]chemical 

Combination[s] q.v. is the equivalent:identity (and off-shoot of) of the Principle of  

Relativity in the mass universe q.v.  
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The Watermill:Equivalence Principle 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Watermill : Equivalence Principle 
 

 

As into the mass universe particles that revolve round a 

centrum are the equivalent:identities of those particles as 

if they had a fixed unmoving position in terms of the 

Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. 

 

This Principle is like that of a donkey tied to the water-

mill  going round and round but always arriving at the 

same place though constantly moving : 

 

Hence I term this Principle as the 

Watermill:Equivalence Principle q.v. 
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The Principle of  Propensity to Linear Alignment in [Bio]chemical 

Combination[s]  q.v. 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Propensity to Linear 

Alignment in [Bio]chemical Combination[s] 
 

 

 

 

 

The rate of [increase of] occurrence:progression of  [bio]chemical combinations as in 

succession will be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] their vicinity to 

propensity to alignment in immediate contigous adjacency as in linear mode 

 

And vice-versa 

 

[Note the import of the vice-versa here] 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  Propensity to Linear Alignment in 

[Bio]chemical Combination[s]  q.v. 
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The Principle of  Primary Propensity of Wave:Currents to Occur:progress as in 

Linear Mode 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principles of Primary Propensity to 

Wave : Currents to Occur : Progress as in Linear Mode  

 

 
 

 

It is the primary propensity of wave-currents to occur:progress as in linear 

order:mode. 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of  Primary Propensity of Wave:Currents to 

Occur:progress as in Linear Mode q.v. 

 

By ‘primary’ we mean (1) first propensity as in chronological order; and (2) first 

propensity as in strength of propensity;and (3) first propensity as the most prevalent 

or the most likely to prevail  
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The Principle of Propensity of Wave:currents to Communication 

 

 

This Paper investigates the propensity of Wave : Currents to 

Communication  
 

 

 

The rate of [increase of] vicinity to propensity of wave:currents to linear mode will be 

as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] their vicinity to propensity to 

communicate:inter-act as with each other 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of Propensity of Wave:currents to 

Communication q.v. 
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This Paper investigates [increase of] [bio]chemical 

combinations in succession multiplied by [increase of] 

alignment as directly proportional to communications of wave : 

currents of the respective [bio]chemical combination[s] 
 

 

 

The rate of [increase of]  of  [bio]chemical combinations occurring:progression in 

succession multiplied by the rate of [increase of] alignment of the same [id est : 

[bio]chemical combinations[s] occurring:progressing as in succession] will be as 

directly proportional to the rate of  communication of wave:currents of the respective 

[bio]chemical combination[s] 

 

And vice-versa 

 

In algebraic form  

 

Let S = rate of [bio]chemical combination[s] as in succession 

 

And 

 

Let A = rate of Alignment of these [bio]chemical combination[s] 

 

And 

 

Let CM = rate of Communication as between wave:currents of the respective 

[bio]chemical combination[s]  

 

Therefore and accordingly, 

 

CM =  S X A 

 

And 

 

S = CM divided by A 

 

And 

 

A = CM divided by S 
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The Principle of Passage of Suggestions in to [Bio]chemical Combination[s] 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Passage of Suggestions 

in to [Bio]chemical Combination[s]  
 

 

The rate of [increase of] communication between [bio]chemical combination[s] will 

be as directly proportional to the rate of [increase of] passage of suggestions from one 

to the other  

 

And vice-versa 

 

I shall term this Principle as the Principle of Passage of Suggestions in to 

[Bio]chemical Combination[s] q.v. 
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This Paper investigates the passage of suggestions 
 

 

 

The content of these ‘suggestions’ in the passage of suggestions consist of and are 

constituted by particles and/or other matter:energies that pass into the destinatary 

[bio]chemical combination (1) and once passed there and lodged in situ (2) the mere 

and sheer presence of those particles and/or matter:energy will – just in terms of the 

Principle of Global Balance and Contigous Adjacent Reference Frames and in terms 

of the Principle of Mass:Energy Percentage q.v. -  result in the relative motion – and 

also consequent [bio]chemical combination[s] – as per these Principles [3] 
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This Paper investigates the passage of suggestions and 

information passed by genes 
 

 

 

 

The passage and/or relaying of suggestions and the s/c information passed by genes 

are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of Equivalent:Identity q.v. 
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The Principle of Relay(ing) of Suggestions in [Bio]chemical Combination[s]  
 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Relay(ing) of 

Suggestions in [Bio]chemical Combination[s] 
 

 

 

In s/c living process(ess) it shall be the propensity for the passage of suggestions to be 

continuously relayed from part to part from matter:energy to matter:energy (cf. races 

by passing the baton). 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of Relay(ing) of Suggestions in [Bio]chemical 

Combination[s] q.v. 
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The Principle of Change of Suggestions as in to [Bio]chemical Combination[s] 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Change of Suggestions as in to [Bio] 

chemical Combination[s] 
 

 

As suggestions are relayed from situs to situs they are changed as accordant to 

circumstances and site. 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of Change of Suggestions as in to 

[Bio]chemical Combination[s] q.v. 
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The Principle of Change of Suggestions as in to [Bio]chemical Combination[s] 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Suggestions as in to 

[Bio]chemical Combinations[s] 
 

 

 

The rate of [increase of] relaying of passage of suggestions will be as directly 

proportional to the rate of [increase of] further relaying (of the passage of 

suggestions) 

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of Acceleration of Relaying of Suggestions as 

in to [Bio]chemical Combination[s] q.v. 
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The Principle of the Three Options of the Atom 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of the Three Options of the 

Atom 
 

 

In the atom the particles have the following three options : 

 

1)-not to move at all; or 

2)-to move not according to the Watermill Principle q.v.;or 

3)-to move but according to the Watermill Principle q.v. 

 

This Principle I term the Principle of the Three Options of the 

Atom q.v. 
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This Paper investigates the equivalence : identity of aligned 

linear mode [bio]chemical combinations of the s/c living 

processes and the strands of DNA 
 

 

The aligned linear mode [bio]chemical combination[s] of the s/c living process(ess) 

and the strands of the DNA are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent:Identity q.v. 
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The Principle of the Three Commonalties 

 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of the Three Commonalties 
 

 

 

The basic structure of crystals is repeated in the bases attaching the respective DNA 

strands.  The complete identity in shape is not necessary here; what is common to 

both and necessary is  (i) the holding between two points by a link; (cf the axes of 

crystals with the bases of DNA strands); and (ii) that this holding observes always 

certain particular specific prevedible distances (see also between DNA strands and the 

crystal points according to the type class and so on of the crystal); and (iii) the 

repetition of these aforesaid arrangements in any extension or replication of the 

relative matter:energies (both in the replication of any DNA and that of crystals). 

 

It is these three commonalties that indeed establish that the structure of crystals and 

the bases attaching DNA strands are equivalent:identities in terms of the Principle of 

Equivalent:Identity q.v. 

 

This Principle I term also as the Principle of the Three Commonalties q.v. 
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This Paper investigates polarity in DNA strands 
 

 

 

 

One should not ignore polarity in the matter of  the bases of the strands of the DNA as 

well as in the crystals – this further manifests the very near genealogy of both. 
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The Principle of Relative Genealogical Relation 

 

 

This Paper investigates the Principle of Relative Geneaological 

Relation 
 

 

But the Principle of the Three Commonalties q.v. previously mentioned does more 

than  repeat the basic structure of crystals into DNA. It manifests thereby the common 

and near genealogy of both. 

 

I shall enunciate that As in to the mass universeall matter:energy is on the common 

genealogical tree; and that matter:energy which is nearest on the genealogical tree is 

most related in as direct proportion. 

 

Or as I shall enunciate here : 

 

As in to the mass universe the rate of [increase of] vicinity of  matter:energy on the 

Common Genealogical Tree (CGT) will be as directly proportional to the rate of 

[increase of] nearness in relation [genealogical relation]  

 

And vice-versa 

 

This Principle I term as the Principle of Relative Genealogical Relation q.v. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


